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Cinema Entertaiment   www.actorsonelliconsulting.it 
Publisher magazine ITP EVENTS – VIPJETPRESS  
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 Direttore  VIPJETPRESS www.vipetbonelli.com 
Journalist enrolled ODG Lazio-Roma  n.066320 Graduate Doctor Engineer  
International tourist’s consultant 

Member of Skal International Roma 
President Group Bonelliconsulting S.r.l. founded in 1978. Publisher Media “ITP Events”. 
TOURISM (Marketing, congress, incentives)and Movie(Casting, locations,coproduction film). 
Media ITP EVENTS magazine print and on line, web site www.bonelliconsulting.com 
President of CIST- FIJET Italy (International Centre of Tourist Press 
Town planning-Tourism–Hotels & Congress Centers-Exhi

http://www.bonelliconsulting.com/


Professional Journalist Owner and director printed magazine 
ITP EVENTS digital copy also on line browsable on web site 
www.bonelliconsulting.com 
Head office“Studio Bonelli”, Roma(Italy),viale Parioli 50. 
Personal mail ing.bonelli@bonelliconsulting.com 
skype ing.bonelli twitter @ingBONELLI 
Facebook BonelliVipJet 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Graduated in Civil Engineering Town-Planning Specialisation 
Effective member (Town Planning National Institute). 
Enrolled in the journalists national order of the Region of Lazio and Molise. 
From 1960 to 1980: Consultant of the Ministry of Tourism and Show and of ENIT (Italian 
National Agency for Tourism) and with the greater public and private organisations of 
the Tourism sector, designing tourist planning, and realising the register office of the 
tourist localities and the bases of the town planning projects for the location of the 
areas to be stimulated with the national laws in the centre-south and the depressed 
areas in the centre-north. 
Member of the Central Tourist Commission (ACI). 
Publisher and director of the monthly review ITP EVENTS-International Tourist Press. 

 
 
Chief Planner concerning the tourist residential building complexes and 
infrastructures connected to the tourist activity of: 
- centre town-planning scheme of Nettuno (Italy); 
- Residential Tourist Village, of 110 Ha surface for 800,000 c.m. of constructions in the 
Province of Pesaro and Urbino; 
- Tourist Village - with specialist sporting systems, of 600 Ha surface for 1,000,000 of 
cubic metres of constructions in the Province of Rome; 
Residential Tourist Village, of 110 Ha surface for 900,000 c.m. of construction in the 
Province of Sassari and relative market researches in the area of Olbia-  Costa 
Smeralda - Santa Teresa di Gallura; 
- Club and polyvalent sporting infrastructures in Pescasseroli; 
- Tourist Port and Bathing establishment (400 places boat) in the coast of Lazio; 
- Tourist Port (500 places boat) and sporting complex in the Tiberina Island; 
- Consultant Participation in team and projectual elaboration for planning and 
realisations of Tourist Villages in the Region of Sardegna, Sicilia, Veneto and 
residential complexes in the Region of Marche, hydro-thermal complexes in the Region 
of Lombardia; 
- Consultant Participation, in team, and projectual elaboration for town-planning 
schemes both to a general and a detailed level and programs of fabrication; 
- Lotting; 
- Sporting and free-time complexes in several areas of Italy; 
Elaboration and planning on site of national tourist systems for the Ministry of the 
Foreign Countries: 
- residential tourist settlement in Dalhack Island (Ethiopia); 
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- residential tourist settlement in Dahomey Island (Western Africa); 
Town-planner chief in the team of prof.Giovanni Peroni for the realisation of the law 
22.7.1966 NR. 614 and the law 12.3.1968 nr.326 at the Committee of the Minister for the 
South and Centre North of Italy, at the “Cassa per il Mezzogiorno” (Found for the 
South) and at the Inner Commission for the Ministry of the Tourism and of the Show. 
This job has been realised in the predisposition of the town planning material – 
basically tourist, which constituted the contribution of the Ministry of the Tourism and 
the Show in order to define the tourist districts of Southern and the depressed areas of 
the Centre North of Italy. 
Member of the Commission of verification of the southern tourist districts at the 
Committee of the Ministers. 
Author of the study “Registry office of the tourist localities” during the National 
Convention for the Tourism, which was held in Rome. Such analysis consisted in the 
comparative appraisal of the valences and “tourist vocations” for the location of the 
areas and districts to be stimulated. 
Author of ecological publications and district studies concerning residential tourist 
settlements in the Lake of Bolsena, Taormina and Siracusa concerning tourist 
structuring of local planning. 
Main publications: 
--"I riflessi degli inquinamenti tecnologici nei loro rapporti con le strutture urbanistiche 
nazionali e con il turismo” (The effect of the technological pollution in the relationships 
with the national town planning structures and tourism”. 
--"I sistemi di trasporto attualità e prospettive nella loro dinamica correlata all'industria 
turistica" (The transport systems- the present time and perspectives in their dynamics 
correlated to the tourist industry”) 
--"Valorizzazione turistica del lago di Bolsena"(Tourist Increase in value of the lake of 
Bolsena). 
The aforesaid publications have been demanded - as soon as published, by  the 
“Centre des hautes études touristiques” (C.H.E.T.) of Aix en Provence and the World- 
wide Organisation of Tourism (OMT). 
FORUM BALEARES LOS SISTEMAS LOCALES TURISTICOS 
Y EVENTOS DEPORTIVOS 
Relación del Ingeniero Antonio Bonelli 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Eng Antonio Bonelli as President of Group www.bonelliconsulting.com every year - 
since 1978 - is attending  also with stand “Bonelli ITP Events” and as Buyer 
In January FITUR Madrid 
In February BIT Milan 
In March ITB Berlin " (redactional office "Bonelli Publishers is in halle 6.3). 
In April BMT Naples - special issues of our magazine 
In May IMEX Frankfurt at and Festival of movie in Cannes always 
In September we will also be present of Festival movie in Venice 
In November WTM London at BTC, EIBTM Barcelona 
In December EIBTM Barcelona and  ILTM Cannes 
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